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6.  Early Christianity 

 
1) Attic, 520-510 BC, Korê 682, detail, Acropolis Museum, Athens  
1a) Attic, Temple c. 440 B.C., Hephaisteion called Theseion, Agora, Athens 

(CGB '77)  
 
 From Greece — "whence the famous song of praise" (Pindar) — from the time of 
Homer to the Peloponnesian War, the fullness of choric celebration betrays no flaw, no 
hollow, for alien cults and immortality religions.  
 
a2) Greek, Round Temple or Tholos 370-360 BC, Delphi by twilight (CGB '77)  
b2) Cyprus, 4th c. BC, Terra Cotta head of a man, National Museum, Athens  
2) Hellenistic, 2nd c. BC, Maid of Anzio (upper part), Thermae, Rome  
 
 But when the art-softened cities fell to Macedon and Rome, leaving vacancies of 
private refinement, then philosophy, born of wonder, became with the Stoics a medicine 
for sick souls; and Epicurus, validating free will by atomic swerve, balmed it into a beati-
tude like that of his own gods:  "freedom from all that produces fear … from the prison of 
affairs and politics … from pain in the body and trouble in the mind."  
 
3) Augustan, end of 1st cent. BC, Lady Minatia Polla, National Museum, Rome  
 
 Subjectivity deepens in Rome.  In the Lady Minatia Polla of the late Republic, we 
plumb a desire like that of Virgil's Messianic Eclogue, having two components, the 
earthly and spiritual, corresponding to two historical solutions, the City of Caesar and the 
City of God.  
 
a4) Roman, c. 20 BC, Prima Porta Augustus (special lighting), Vatican, Rome  
4) Roman, c. 217 AD, Apotheosis of Caracalla, Cameo, Nancy, Museum 
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The first component — the Augustan — springs naturally from a century of civil war, and 
was soon to be met by the Principate of Octavian.  Though after 200 years of varying 
despotism, the heaven-sent hero (here the deified Caracalla) may seem a shabby answer 
to the Messianic cry.  
 
a5) Roman Christian, 2nd-4th cent., Catacomb of St. Calixtus, Rome  
b5) Early Christian, 3rd cent., Christ-Orpheus, Cemetery of Domitilla, Rome  
5) Roman Christian, mid 3rd cent., Good Shepherd, Aurelii tomb, Rome; first, 

video details, above and below (also dig.) 
 

Music: Gregorian, old Solemes Album, Agnus Dei, V-M-87 (1-b) 
 
 For there was always the other component.  It made Virgil's eclogue seem a 
Christian prophecy of a time "when our wickedness will cease, the earth be freed from 
fear, when the serpent will die, and nature pour forth her plenty, under the rule of a prince 
of peace."  As Isaiah had said less ambiguously, to be rendered into the Vulgate by 
Jerome:  "Sicut pastor gregem suum pascet:  in brachio suo congregabit agnos" — "He 
shall feed his flock like a shepherd:  he shall gather the lambs with his arm."   
     (end Agnus Dei)  
 
a6) Greek, bronze Krater c. 330 B.C., from a Macedonian tomb at Derveni, 

Revelries of Dionysus and Ariadne, detail, Museum, Thessalonike  
6) Roman, copy from Skopas, 350-340 B.C., Orgiastic Maenad, Dresden  
 

Music: Greek, 2nd cent. B.C., First Delphic Hymn, J.E. Butt (chromatic 
section)  

 
 But the lady Polla lived in the luxury of Hellenized Rome — the music Nero 
would love, the art-copies spread over the Mediterranean, and by trade as far as Britain 
and Asia — this from Skopas, most Dionysiac of post-Euripideans.  
 
 That was the sensuous part; 

(fade Delphic Hymn) 
 
7) Roman Egyptian, Encaustic, 2nd cent. A.D., Man with Dark Skin, 
 Alexandria; + V detail (also dig.) 
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and against it, cohabitant in all lives, but more and more withdrawn, the longing beyond 
death (here 2nd century, from Roman Egypt).  There was no such cleavage in the early 
Greek.  Its outwardness was spirit.  Even in Plato the word for Idea is the visible shape of 
a thing.  Now the beautiful body becomes a husk in which the soul waits wide-eyed.  
How to fuse the polarity, to give the Greek way a new life?  
 
8) Neo-Attic, 1st c. B.C., Archaistic Athena, National Museum, Naples  
 
 The fad of archaizing showed the need (as in late Egypt and the modern West), 
but also the irreversibility of cultural protoplasm.  Those neo-Attic essays in stiff drapes 
and frontality — bright-eyed Athena lured by Hollywood fakeries — prove by reductio 
that to archaic renewal there is no direct road.  
 
a9) Indian Buddhist, 1st cent. B.C., East Gateway of Stupa #1, Sanchi, India  
b9) Gandharan 2nd cent. A.D., Birth of Buddha, Freer Gallery, Washington, 

D.C.  
9) Græco-Buddhist, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D., Smiling stucco head, Magari-Sharif, 

Afghanistan  
 

Music: Indian Raga, Pandit Ramnarain on Sarangi with tabla ODEON-MOAE 174  
 
 Only a road beyond the Classical:  palingenesis as avatar.  A study of the Western 
arts can at least hint that Asia managed to extend what in Europe had to fall into the earth 
and die.  Since Gautama Siddhartha (c. 500 BC), Buddhism had been redirecting the 
larger search for peace of soul.  But Buddhist art first appears after contact with 
Alexander, and it is not until the age of the Antonines that the loving Bodhisatvas 
transcend Epicurean detachment in the mystical compassion of the Nirvana smile.       
(Tabla drum begins)  
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a10) Again a9, Gate of Stupa, detail (lower right) of Yakshi as bracket 
Vb10) Indian (Uttar Pradesh), c. 2nd cent., Yakshi with parrot and cage, from 

Bhuteshar, Indian Museum, Calcutta  
10) Indian (Sanchi), c. 25 B.C., Yakshi, Fine Arts Museum, Boston  
 
 With that smile, Greek sensuousness was also reborn — in India.  The treasure-
trove of Begram shows how far the arts of East and West met in the trading places of the 
silk route.  (Raga, toward close)  But the museums had long attested the passion of Skopas 
sprung to livelier dehanchement — as a feature of Asian beatitude.  Whereas in the West, 
the split widens to Paul's bitter quarrel with the flesh, Origen's dire enactment of 
scripture:  "If thy right hand" — in his case the sexual root — "offend against thee, cut it 
off."  

(Close Raga)  
 
a11) Northumbrian, 7th cent., Ruthwell Cross, Christ and the Magdalen, Parish 

Church, Ruthwell, Scotland  
b11) French (Vezelay), c. 1120-50, Head of Christ, Tympanum, Vezelay  
11) Saxon, c. 1000, Christ on the Cross, detail of head, from Hildesheim  
 

Music: Leonin, c. 1160, Organum Duplum, Crucifixum, from "In Carne 
Laudate" phrase; old Col. M-431 (1)  

 
 Perhaps the dayadhvam of princely Buddha more suits our mood than the bow-
stretching violence of the crucified carpenter's son.  But it could not have so plowed 
history with incarnate paradox, mammocking time in the violence of Gothic and 
Reformation, colonial conquest, science, democracy, even Marxism.  If a wise (or 
scheming) god had asked what, in a thousand years, would stir the tribes of Europe to 
incalculable energy-release, he could hardly have hit on more formative tensions than 
were knit into Christianity — though we turn for their exhibition to this Saxon Crucifix 
of 1000, and in music to the 1160 Organum of Leonin.  Such was the apocalytic love and 
reprobate godhead which staggered the pagan world.  
 
a12) Roman, 251 AD, Ludovisi Sarcophagus, detail of Romans fighting 

Barbarians, National Museum, Rome (cf Va12, whole); dig. whole, then det. 
12) Same, Ludovisi Sarcophagus, closer detail of Barbarian; also dig.  
 

The Roman Empire stood apalled;  
It dropped the reins of peace and war,  
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When that fierce Virgin and her star  
Out of the formless darkness called.  

 
That is Yeats, but scripture is wilder:  
 

Resist not evil, love your enemies, bless them that curse you, take no 
thought of the morrow; deny mother and father, sell all you have and 
follow me.  [And if not], Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees.  There 
will be weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth.  

(fade Leonin)  
 
13) Græco-Syrian, 1st cent. A.D., Chief Ministrant, detail of head, frescoes, 

Fortress of Dura Eurotus, Euphrates  
13a) Same, Dura Fortress,three standing figures; + V detail; so dig.  
 

Music: Yemenite Jews, Paraphrase of Psalm 137, History of Music in 
Sound I, V-LSC 6057, side 4  

 
 What Semitic intensity stared through and put to shame those mythic satyrs and 
sarcophagus barbarians of the pagan world?  We feel it in the lst-century frescoes from 
the fortress of Dura on the Euphrates, in the Synagogue chant of the Yemenite Jews, the 
Essene searchings of the Dead Sea Scrolls, John the Baptist's preparing in the wilderness 
for another Teacher of Righteousness, in the mass suicide of the besieged on Masada.  
But where is the doctrine of love in that hypnotic zeal?  Neither the Qumran sect of the 
scrolls, nor the cult of Dura, nor the fierce intensity of Hebrew chant, can do more than 
hint at the ferment from which Christianity arose.            (End Psalm)  
 
14) Roman, 1st cent. A.D., Glorification of Tiberius, Great Cameo of France, 

National Library, Paris  
14a) Roman, 54-68 A.D., head of Nero, National Museum, Rome  
 
As with Buddhism earlier, the birth occurs behind a veil of mystery, and in a silence of 
art.  Augustus brought in the Age of Gold when Christ was born; Tiberius (whom 
Augustus here glorifies), sulked at Capri when Christ was crucified.  Persecution of the 
spreading sect began with Nero.  As the state hardened against them, the faithful fortified 
themselves in the episcopate orthodoxy of the Word:  by 100 the four Gospels were 
probably complete.  
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15) Roman Christian, late 2nd cent., Eucharistic meal, "Greek Chapel", Catacombs 
of Priscilla, Rome  

 
But another hundred years would pass, the fortunate Adoptive reign fall to the frenzy of 
Commodus and Caracalla — the canon of the New Testament be almost fixed, and the 
preaching of the Fathers tipping the scales to the Church — before the first Christian art 
would appear — this Eucharist, or love-feast, from the Catacombs of Priscilla.   
 
1st 16) Roman Christian, mid 3rd cent., Apostle, Aurelii tomb, Rome  
 
 So we must suspend chronology to image the ambivalence of faith.  For the kernel 
of wisdom, humanity, and Christ-like love, we choose an Apostle from the tomb of the 
Aurelii about 240, and against it  
 
17) Roman Christian, c. 360, Constantius II, Pal. dei Conservatori, Rome  
 
for the shell of dogma in which Christian love rides, the son of Constantine, bigot 
Constantius II, a hundred years later, when the crown of faith was no longer martyrdom, 
but tax-exempt holdings in the Roman slave-state.  Though the contrast we are making is 
not only of time.  As long as God witnessed is the pride of the witnesser, religious 
humility will wear a mask of intolerant zeal.  
 
For 2nd 16 and 2nd 17) 
 Double:  16 and 17, Aurelii Apostle and Constantius II; dig. 17za 
 
 The opposition is in Christ himself: 
 

Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest.  Take my yoke upon you and learn of me; for I am meek and 
lowly in heart:  and ye shall find rest unto your souls … 

 
But that Jesus of Matthew goes Byzantine in John:  
 

Ye worship ye know not what: we know what we worship:  for 
salvation is of the Jews... the testimony of two men is true.  I am one 
that bear witness of myself, and the Father that sent me beareth witness 
of me... Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye 
will do.  He was a murderer from the beginning...  

 
3rd 16) Again, Aurelii Apostle  
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 Paul, who closes the letter to Galatians:  
 

Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself... If a man be overtaken in any 
trespass... restore such a one in a spirit of meekness... Let us work that 
which is good toward all men... Far be it from me to glory save in the 
cross of our lord Jesus Christ —  

 
3rd 17) Again, Constantius II, another view  
 
Paul opens it with a curse on all divergence from his gospel:  
 

But though we, or an angel from heaven, should preach unto you any 
gospel other than that which we preached unto you, let him be 
anathema.  

 
4th 16) Again, Aurelii Apostle, detail  
 
The deepest beauty in Augustine —  
 

Two cities have been founded by two loves:  the earthly by the love of 
self, even to the contempt of God; the heavenly by the love of God, 
even to the contempt of self... The one lifts up its head in its own 
glory; the other says to its God:  "Thou art my glory and the lifter-up of 
my head." [If the earthly kingdom shall fail, what then?] for the 
Kingdom of God shall be eternal, and we shall be assured of its eter-
nity; and thus the peace of this blessedness and the blessedness of this 
peace shall be the supreme good — 

 
4th 17) Again, Constantius II, detail  
 

that Augustine shades into spiteful rant:  
I fell upon a sect of men proudly doting, too carnal and prating, in 
whose mouth were the snares of the devil, a very bird-lime composed 
of the mixture of the syllables of thy Name... they cried out Truth, and 
Truth... yet was the Truth itself nowhere to be found amongst them. 

(Confessions, III, vi)  
 
Had Plato and Aristotle so identified with God, each would have seen the other as the 
Prince of Lies.  
 
1st18)Roman, c. 117, Trajan in old age (bronze), Archeol. Museum, Ankara  
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From Augustine, chronology takes us back three hundred years, to Trajan.  How could 
that civilized blunt soldier be anything but blind, deaf and dumb to Christian complexity?  
Could he share what was within:  
 
1st19)Roman Christian, 3rd cent., Good Shepherd from the tomb of Livia Primativa, 

Vatican; + V details (one dig. detail) 
  
doubt swallowed in disciplined surety:  "O death, where is thy sting, O grave?" — the 
sarcophagus of Livia Primativa — the Good Shepherd amidst the waves of immortal life, 
filling the gnostic dark?  
 
 No pagan observer saw beyond the stiffnecked madness and doomsday zeal.  As 
Festus cried in Acts:  "Paul, thou art mad, thy much learning doth turn thee to madness."  
Even the "much learning" betrays a Christian text, and where else do we hear Paul's 
answer:  "I am not mad, but speak the words of truth and soberness."  
 
2nd 18) Again, Trajan bronze, detail  
 
 So when Pliny the Younger writes Trajan from Bithynia:  "The infection of this 
superstition has spread through not only cities but also villages and the country, though it 
seems possible to check and remedy it" — the emperor tries to be fair:  One must not 
punish on the word of informers, that would be against the urbanity of his reign; but if 
any will not deny Christ and bow to the gods ...  
 
For 2nd 19)  
 Roman Christian, 2nd half of the 4th cent., Bust of Christ fresco, Cemetery of 

Commodilla, Rome   
 
 (There Revelation takes it up):  "As many as would not worship the image of the 
beast should be killed."  But "blessed are the dead which die in the Lord," for "the 
kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ, and he 
shall reign for ever and ever."  
 
a20) Christian from Antioch, 6th cent., Vienna Genesis. The Flood, detail, 

National Library, Austria  
20) Same, whole 
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 As Lucian says:  "Those unlucky people have brought themselves to where they 
think they shall live forever ... They therefore despise all things alike."  That was at the 
core of the mad reversal of pagan values, the odium generis humani, "hatred of all 
humanity", of which the sect of love was accused;  and indeed, as in the Flood of the 
Vienna Genesis, they did urge catastrophes, past and to come.  
 
21) Roman, c. 147, Marcus Aurelius as a youth, Antiquarium di Foro, Rome  
21a) Roman, c. 166-180, Equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, detail of head, 

Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome    
 
 Even Marcus Aurelius, in earthly gloom and the doubts of reason —  
 

If indeed there are no Gods, or if they do not concern themselves with 
the affairs of men... Things are so wrapped in mystery that even the 
Stoics find them hard to comprehend... And the poor soul itself is an 
exhalation of the blood. — 

 
shunned that self-surrender.  He admired Christian courage, but not at the price of frenzy:  
 
a22) Roman (Athens), 2nd cent. A.D., Annius Verus, son of Marcus Aurelius, 

Louvre, Paris  
22) Byzantine, c. 1000, Martyrdom of St. Ignatius (c. 107), Menologium of 

Basil II, Vatican  
 

Let the preparation of the mind [for death] arise from its own 
judgment, and not from obstinacy (like the Christians), but deliberately 
and reverentially and undramatically, that it may persuade others.  

 
 Strange, that Marcus' reason persuaded nobody, where the death of Ignatius in the 
Colosseum (in 107) — "I am God's wheat... ground by the teeth of wild beasts... to 
become pure bread of Christ"  — was depicted 900 years later, in the persuasion it had 
helped to form.  
 
23) Roman, c. 135 A.D., Marble copy of Greek c. 330 B.C. bronze, Apollo 

Belvedere, Vatican (CGB '86); + V detail (not dig.) 
 
 That coldly academic embodiment of Greek reason, the Apollo Belvedere, may 
suggest the sort of argument Marcus Aurelius had in mind.  Thus when Socrates is in 
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prison, and Crito wants to get him away, there is a debate with the abstract laws, proving 
by logic that he should stay and die.  
 
24) Roman Christian, late 3rd cent., Orant from Catacomb of Priscilla, Rome  
 
 Ambrose offers the counter-example of Christian argument.  Peter has escaped 
from prison and is fleeing from Rome.  At the gate of the city he meets Christ bearing a 
cross.  "Domine, quo vadis?" — "Where are you going, Lord?"  "To be crucified once 
more."  Peter returns to martyrdom.  It is persuasion by contagion.  
 
25) Palatine graffito, from Page-boys' school, 3rd cent.?, "Alexemenus worships 

his god," National Museum, Thermae, Rome; + V detail (not dig.) 
 
 Hardly surprising that the Christians were rumored to worship a crucified ass, as 
in the charcoal scratch from the Palatine school:  "Alexemenus worships his God."  Both 
Christ and Paul had made it clear that we must become like children and fools:  
 

For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness... I will 
destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing the 
understanding of the prudent... we preach Christ crucified, unto the 
Jews a stumblingblock, and to the Greeks foolishness.  

(I Corinthians 1, 18-23)  
 
26) Roman, c. 190, Commodus as Hercules, Palazzo dei Conservatori, Rome  
26a) Coptic, 3rd cent. A.D., Isis suckling Harpocrates, Karganis, Egypt  
26b) Roman Christian, 3rd cent., Christ, from a fresco, Catacomb of Domatilla, 

Rome  
 
 But Classical reason was eroded everywhere.  Marcus' own son, Commodus, 
plunged the empire into a new orgy of misrule.  His playing Hercules against beasts in the 
Amphitheater is matched in Christian credulity by the spiteful excesses of the apocryphal 
infant Christ:  
 

The son of Anna scattered the waters which Jesus had gathered into 
lakes. The boy Jesus became angry... "Behold, thou shalt wither as a 
tree."  Immediately he became withered all over... At the request of all, 
Jesus healed him, leaving only some small member withered, that they 
might take warning.  Another time Jesus went forth into the street, and 
a boy running by, rushed upon his shoulder; at which Jesus, angry, 
said:  "Thou shalt go no farther."  And he instantly fell down dead... 
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Then the parents going to Joseph complained... "he kills our 
children..." And immediately they who accused him became blind.  

 
Music: Gregorian, Requiem 6th mode (Solesmes), French Decca 7532 (to 

slide 30)  
 
a27) Roman (Herculaneum), c. 50 A.D., Egyptian cult scene, detail, Museum, 

Naples  
b27) Paschal II, 12th cent., San Clemente Church, with Apse Mosaic, Rome 
27) Roman fresco, late 11th cent., Miracle of San Clemente, Lower Church, San 

Clemente, Rome  
 
 In that ground, as in a forest, fattened by decay, Christ was not the only saviour 
stirring.  Under the Dark Age church of San Clemente, with its 12th-century mosaic apse, 
excavations lead back in time.  Through these frescoed remains of the lower church, 
down a trench past a prehistoric Cyclopean wall, where a lost Roman water descends as 
in Dante's Hell,  
 
28) Mithraic chapel and altar, 3rd cent., under San Clemente, Rome 
28a) Græco-Roman, 3rd cent. A.D., the God Mithras, British Museum, London  

(video returns to 28) 
 
one comes to a vaulted room.  The windows for seasonal light are twenty feet 
underground.  On the carved altar the Persian god Mithras drives a knife into the dog-
harried, scrotum-pinched bull.  A jag for the world-weary?  And did the chapel later go 
Christian?  It seems the carved shepherd, found there, is carrying not a lamb, but a goat.  
 
29) Roman, 222-35, Alexander Severus, Capitoline Museum, Rome; + V & dig. 

detail 
 
 The face of Alexander Severus is like a barometer of the groping soulfulness that 
brought faith down.  In his private chapel were busts of Orpheus, Abraham, Apollo and 
Jesus.  (Why not of Mithras?)  One recalls Augustine's phrase of his own later search 
through the stews of personality:  "with proud dejection and untired weariness" — "super-
ba deiectione et inquieta lassitudine."  Even the techniques respond to the spatial 
abandonment, the plasticities of face and hair thinning around the gloaming eyes.  
 
30) Double of 29) Severus & 16) Aurelii Apostle (V, Apostle only) 
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 Against that slippery sweetness, set its near contemporary (already seen), the 
Apostle from the Aurelii tomb. (end Requiem) For Alexander the dark of earth and reason 
is negative, for the Apostle, a way of salvation.  But there is something more surprising 
than the mystical and moral lightening:  
 
31) Post-Phidian from Mylasa, c. 340 B.C., Head of Zeus, Museum of Fine Arts. 

Boston  
 
it is that the noblest Greek past — the Zeus-type of Phidias, the 4th-century type of 
Platonic meditation 
  
For 2nd 30) Triple:  31, Head of Zeus , 29, of Severus, and 30, Aurelii Apostle (V 

dpible of 29 & 30) 
 
— is more preserved in the Christian head than in the pagan. Faith is becoming an ark to 
float the classical over the German flood.  
 

  Yet the difference between the Christian head and the post-Periclean tells as much 
as the likeness.  
 
2nd 30a) Roman Christian, c. 400 A.D., Ivory panel, The Crucifixion, British 

Museum, London  
 
 Nietzsche called Christianity Platonism for the masses.  But in the incarnate Being 
which gave it its name, in Christ, it broke not only with Platonism, but with all classical 
thought — fusing in faith the poles speculation had precipitated.  
 
a2nd 31) Double:  [A]  Roman, c. 300 A.D., Male Portrait,. Capitoline, Rome, 

and [B] Roman Christian, 307-37, Head of a Boy, detail of sarcophagus, 
Lateran Christian Museum, Rome  

 
For 2nd 31) Attic from Aegeira (Euclides of Athens?) 2nd cent. B.C. (or later?), 

Head of Zeus, National Museum, Athens (CGB '77)  
  
The art sign of this suspension of disbelief is liberation from the pathos of personality, as 
its sign in thought is the embracing of paradox.  From Socrates down the logic of non-
contradiction had become the limit of reason, the everpresent shipwreck of deep inquiry.  
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32) Græco-Roman, 150-170, Herodes Atticus(?), Louvre, Paris  
 
 As conscious hungers increase, the frustration of mere mind more and more 
shows itself in the earnest brow and troubled gaze of private, searching awareness.  
 
33) Roman Christian, c. 359, Head of Christ as Lawgiver, Junius Bassus 

Sarcophagus, Grottoes, Vatican  
 
And the gift of the Christian faith-leap is just the sudden lifting of all that brooding 
weight — since the denominator of the change, visual and logical, is absorption in the 
larger, in this case the luminous impossibility of the Eternal born and crucified.  
 
 Consider Augustine's handling of the old contradiction between God's 
foreknowledge and man's free will.  
 
2nd 32 & 2nd 33) 
 Double:  [32] Herodes Atticus, and [33] Christ as Lawgiver  
 
 Cicero, he says, guided by reason, could not accept both.  "Like a truly great and 
wise man," he chose what man most required, free-dom; but that drove him to deny God's 
foreknowing.  Thus to make men free, he made them sacrilegious.  "But the religious 
mind," says Augustine, "against the impious darings of reason, chooses both, confesses 
both, and maintains both by the faith of piety."  
 
34) Græco-Roman, c. 260 A.D., Portrait of Plotinus(?), Museum, Ostia  
34a) Same, Plotinus, detail of expression  
 
 So Plotinus, of whom this is probably a portrait, c. 260 A.D., almost desperately 
follows the logic of the One:  "We must provide for knowledge and truth; we must secure 
reality... The only way is to leave nothing outside the veritable intellectual-Principle... 
Only thus is mind dispensed... from acts of faith."  At once he is in the old Eleatic bind:  
no way to account for matter and becoming.  "The mind is still in trouble over the 
problem endlessly debated:  from such a unity as we have declared the One to be, how 
does anything at all come into substantial existence, any multiplicity, dyad, or number?" 
He can only dream his way out, by metaphor:  "The vision has been of God in travail."  
 
35) Italian Byzantine, c. 495, mosaic, Angel detail, San Apollinare Nuovo. 

Ravenna  
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35a) Same, Angel, upper detail  
 
 Plotinus' metaphor becomes Christian truth.  Reason strikes shuddering on the 
rocks, and a cry goes up of "Glory, glory, halleluia."  So Augustine's Confessions:   
 

What therefore is my God?  What I ask but the Lord God... most 
merciful and most just, most secret, and most present... constant and 
incomprehensible; immutable, yet changing all things… ever active 
and ever quiet… still seeking, although thou standest in need of 
nothing... what can any man say when he speaks of thee?  And woe to 
them that speak nothing... seeing those that speak most are dumb. 

 
The robe of doubt is reversed and it is all gold.  
 
36) Roman, 267-70, Claudius Gothicus relief, detail, National Museum, Rome; 

+ V closer detaill (not dig.) 
 
 There are degrees, even in the leap of faith.  In the lack of Christian art, let those 
human softenings on the Imperial side — Claudius Gothicus sacrificing in the pensive 
shades — remind us of the liberal fathers:  Justin:  "Christ is the Logos of whom the 
whole human race partakes, and those who live according to reason are Christians... Such 
were Socrates and Heraclitus among the Greeks"; Clement of Alexandria:  "Philosophy 
was a schoolmaster to bring the Greek mind to Christ, as the Law brought the Hebrews."  
 
37) Roman, 238-44, Emperor Gordianus III. National Museum, Rome; 

+ V detail, shown first (so dig.) 
 
 While to the cruel hardenings of imperial face (Gordianus III, 238-44) we liken 
the holy arrogance of Tertullian:  "kill us, torture us, condemn us, grind us to dust... the 
blood of Christians is seed"; his scorn for pagan thought:  
 

What has Athens to do with Jerusalem, the Academy with the Church?  
Away with all Stoic, Platonic, and dialectic Christianity!  After 
knowing Jesus Christ, we need no investigation, after the tidings of the 
Gospels, we need no searching.  

 
38) Roman, c. 192, Mosaic of beast slaughter, detail, Borghese, Rome  
 
 Even the beast-slaughter and sacrifice of Christians in the Flavian Amphitheater 
finds an inverse frenzy in Tertullian:  
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How shall I admire, how laugh, how rejoice, how exult, when I behold 
so many proud monarchs and fancied gods groaning in the lowest 
abyss of darkness... so many sage philosophers blushing in red-hot 
flames with their deluded scholars... so many celebrated poets...  

 
39) Roman (from Egypt), c. 300 A.D., Four Emperors Group, San Marco, Venice; 

+ V detail, shown first (so dig.) 
 
 The 3rd century breakdown of traditional sanctities had enforced the need of some 
new divinity to hedge the throne.  The Four Emperors group of Diocletian and his regents 
reflects in its gestures the menace of the time, as by its techniques the Eastern and Barbar-
ian reversion.  So Diocletian's reforms turn the Roman state to an oriental monarchy, to 
which the conversion of Constantine gives supreme sanction.  Faith becomes the key to 
power, and history takes the form of a spaceless encounter between spiritual legions.  
 
a40) Roman Christian, 5th cent., Egyptians in the Red Sea, lower detail, Santa 

Maria Maggiore, Rome  
b40) Same, Egyptians in the Sea, upper detail  
40) Same, Egyptians in the Sea, whole  
 
 In Eusebius' Life of Constantine, Greek and Roman causality dissolves; we are in 
the miraculous realm of the "Salutary Sign." Constantine's armies march under the banner 
of the cross.  Maxentius puts forth all his sorcery:  "sometimes for magic purposes ripping 
up women with child, searching into the bowels of new-born infants... practicing horrid 
arts for evoking demons."  But the Biblical prototype suggests the issue:  as Pharaoh and 
his chariots here go down into the sea, Maxentius and his guards are drowned in Tiber.  
 
41) Roman, 312-15, head of a colossal statue of Constantine, Palazzo dei 

Conservatori, Rome  
V41a) Same, Constantine, another view  
 
 Constantine erects in Rome a triumphal statue (fragments now) bearing a spear in 
the shape of a cross:  
 

By virtue of this Salutary Sign, which is the true test of valor, I have 
preserved and liberated your city from the yoke of tyranny.  I have also 
set at liberty the Roman senate and people, and restored them to their 
ancient distinction and splendor.  
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As in the Holy Roman Empire, Christendom espouses the lost glory of Rome.  
 
a42) Byzantine, 532-47, Empress Theodora and retinue, South wall of Choir, San 

Vitale, Ravenna  (V uses detail only; dig. whole mosaic) 
42) Same, north wall of choir, mosaic detail, Head of Justinian  
 
 In Book III, on the Council of Nicaea, Eusebius climaxes the sanctification of 
force.  It is the imperial heaven which glistens two centuries later in the gold mosaics of 
Justinian's Ravenna.  Here too humility toward God — "With regard to his mind," 
Eusebius says of Constantine, "it was evident that he was distinguished by piety and 
godly fear" — parades in an exterior of regal pomp:  
 

And now, all rising at a signal which indicated the emperor's entrance,  
 
43) Same, Justinian with two flanking figures  
 

at last he himself proceeded through the midst of the assembly, like 
some heavenly messenger of God, Clothed in raiment which glittered 
as it were with rays of light, reflecting the glowing radiance of a purple 
robe, and adorned with the brilliant splendor of gold and precious 
stones.  

 
But the final reversal, in Christ's name, of Christ's values, follows in the fifteenth chapter:  
 
a44) Same, mosaic, left half:  Justinian, attendants, and soldiers  (dig. far left) 
44) Same, whole mosaic; + V detail, right, shown first (dig. whole only) 
 

Detachments of the bodyguard and other troops surrounded the 
entrance of the palace with drawn swords, and through the midst of 
those, the men of God proceeded without fear into the innermost of the 
imperial apartments, in which some were the emperor's own 
companions at table, while others reclined on couches arranged on 
either side.  One might have thought that a picture of Christ's kingdom 
was thus shadowed forth, more visionary than actual.  

 
45) Again, 17, Constantius II  
45a) Same, Constantius II, a nearer view  
 
 The son of Constantine brings us back from Justinian to the time of Eusebius.  We 
displayed this bronze before, as a sinister portal of Dark Age religion:  the mortal 
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arrogation of divine will.  In abstract asperity it epitomizes a state defended and 
threatened by barbarians, hardening socially to feudalism, spiritually to a dogma stripped 
of humanistic shading.  Yet even here the germ of advance — the visionary force of self 
and world — like a crab retrogresses forward.  
 
46) Vergilius Romanus, 400-50, Book III, Georgics, Vatican Library; + V detail, 

shown first 
 
 It was this Constantius who made the terror of Christian piety so clear that his 
successor, Julian the Apostate (361-63), tried to reinstate the old liberal gods. But the 
Vergilius Romanus in the Vatican, from a few generations later, shows the remoteness of 
the values to be revived.  
 
47) Roman, c. 400, Consul with cloth, Palazzo dei Conservatori. Rome  
 
 So this stately, yet somehow frozen, attempt to refurbish the full-togaed dignity of 
a consul — like the ineffectual efforts of Symmachus, cousin-opponent of St. Ambrose 
— all testify to the shallowness of Julian's hope, that a relativism, unable to maintain 
itself when alive, could be resuscitated against faith by an act of will.  
 
48) Byzantine, c. 370 (or after?), Bronze statue of an Emperor (Valentinian I?), 

Barletta, frontal view 
48a) Same, another view, detail  
 
 Though anyone facing the rigors of Constantine and his like successors, might 
have thought the Lord's prayer buried forever under the official basilica; or assumed from 
the hardening of style that the Dark Ages had already fallen, all classical good thrown 
down by "A shape with a lion body and the head of a man,/ A gaze blank and pitiless as 
the sun."  (Yeats)  
 
a49) Holy Shroud, claimed imprint of crucified Christ, Cathedral, Turin  
49) Same, detail of head  
 
 Both fears would have been premature.  In the demon lover of scripture (whose 
stamp of hypnotic power some find in the Holy Shroud), Christianity bore its own 
refining fire.  With monasticism and the apostolic earnestness of the Latin fathers, spirit 
drew to a fellowship of saints, challenging the militant body by which it was maintained.  
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Thus Ambrose to Theodosius, c. 390, after the punitive massacre in Thessalonica:  "I 
prefer God to my sovereign ... if you purpose being present, I dare not offer the Sacrifice."  
The emperor was readmitted to communion only as a penitent sinner.  
 
50) Roman Christian, end of 4th cent., Christ with Apostles, apse mosaic, Santa 

Prudenziana, Rome (CGB '86)  
50a) Same, detail of Christ (video uses detail from CGB V50a) 
50b) Same apse mosaic, central portion (CGB '86) 
 
 Premature also the Dark Age surmise.  Since it was just under the Dominate 
restoration of order that the Christian arts enjoy a last Græco-Roman harvest, clothing the 
fall of earth and faith beyond time in a lingering ripeness of earthly form — an outward 
ease of style, a shadowed inwardness of person.  So Jerome Romanizes scripture:  
Lamentations:  
 

O Vos omnes, qui transitis per viam, attendite, et videte si est dolor 
sicut dolor meus;  

 
and Matthew:  
 

Venite ad me omnes, qui laboratis, et onerati estis, et ego reficiam vos.  
 
So Augustine (epitomizing Roman Christianity) retires for meditation to the villa of a 
patrician friend.  
 
a51) Roman Christian, late 3rd cent., Christ healing a woman with an issue of 

blood, Catacomb of Saints Pietro and Marcelino, Rome  
51) Same, Christ Healing, detail (video returns to whole; not dig.)  
 
 The gentle nostalgia of this classical autumn, coupled with mystical faith, its 
twilight transcendence of Virgil's lachrimae rerum, is magically evoked by the passage 
from the Confessions (IX, 10) where, shortly before his mother's death, Augustine speaks 
with her of the Kingdom of Heaven:  
 

it fell out... that she and I should stand alone leaning in a certain 
window, which looked into the garden within the house where we now 
lay, at Ostia by Tiber, where ...we were recruiting ourselves for a sea 
voyage.  There conferred we hand to hand very sweetly...  
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The impressionistic touch — "we two ... leaning in a certain window" — at one time 
focuses the personal poignance  
 
52) Italian Byzantine, 5th cent., Starry Vault mosaic, Mausoleum of Galla 

Placida, Ravenna 
 
and carries it over into symbol; the wayfaring sequestration become a window (as earthly 
life is) where "forgetting those things which are behind, we reached forth unto those 
things which are to come."  "Earth conquered," said Boethius, "gives the stars." — 
"Superata tellus sidera donat."  
 
a53) Roman, c. 120 A.D. (orig. 27 B.C.?), interior with skylight, Pantheon, Rome 

(CGB '86)  
b53) Same, Pantheon, exterior from rear (CGB '86)  
53) Same, Pantheon, interior; video uses V53 (CGB ‘86); not dig. 
 
 What lay behind was the somber nobility of Platonic Greece and Ciceronian 
Rome.  The meditation we are to read recalls in thought Plotinus' paean to the One 
(Ennead V), as in its vaulting periods Republican rhetoric.  The change we have seen in 
statuary, from weighted pagan consciousness to the Christian lightening into 
transpersonality, is parallelled by the miracle which lifted this brooding dome of the 
Pantheon  
 
a54) Roman, early 3rd cent., Baths of Caracalla, Rome (video and digital: CGB 

Va54)  
b54) Hagia Sophia, 502-37 and 558-62, from the park to the south, Constantinople 

(CGB '77);+ V & dig. detail 
54) Same, Hagia Sophia, interior with a shaft of sunlight  
54a and 54b)  
 Other views of Hagia Sophia interior (CGB '77) (video uses upper detail from 

a57 instead of 54b); dig. all (CGB '77) 
 
onto a centralized basilica like that of the Baths of Caracalla, windowing the whole into 
the apocalyptic vision of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople.  It is the ultimate achievement 
in art of imperial Christianity, as Augustine's Confessions and The City of God are in 
writing; these, with the body of chant, loom over the Dark Ages with comparable 
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magnitude.  How the powers of earth plead earthless devotion —Augustine with the 
Ambrosian he loved:  
 

Music: Ambrosian Chant, "Ubi sunt", (Milan), ARC 2533 284 (A,8)  
 

We said therefore:  if to any man the tumults of the flesh be silenced, if 
fancies of the earth and waters and air be silenced also:  if the poles of 
heaven be silent also:  if the very soul be silent to herself, and by not 
thinking upon self surmount self:  if all dreams and imaginary 
revelations be silenced, every tongue and every sign, if whatsoever is 
transient be silent to any one — since if any man could hearken unto 
them. all these say unto him,  

 
a55, 55, and, slide only, 55a) Same, more interior views (all CGB '77)  
 

We created not ourselves, but he that remains to all eternity:  if then, 
having uttered this. they also be then silent (as having raised our ear 
unto him that made them) and if he speak alone; not by them but by 
himself, that we may hear his own words; not pronounced by any 
tongue of flesh, nor by the voice of the angels, nor by sound of 
thunder, nor in the dark riddle of a resemblance; but that we may hear 
him whom we love in these creatures, himself without these  

 
a56, 56, 56a) More views of Hagia Sophia interior  
 

(like as we two now strained ourselves unto it), and in swift thought 
arrived unto a touch of that eternal wisdom which is over all — could 
this exaltation of spirit ever have continued, and all other visions of a 
far other kind been quite taken away, and this one exaltation should 
ravish us, and swallow us up, and so wrap up their beholder among 
these more inward joys, as that his life might be for ever like to this 
very moment of understanding which we now sighed after:  were not 
this as much as Enter into thy Master's joy?  But when shall that be?  
Shall it be when we shall all rise again, though all shall not be 
changed?  

(end Ambrosian)  
 

a57) Long exposure of Hagia Sophia, ribs of dome (CGB '77) (video shows lower 
detail from 56 instead); not so dig. 

57) Italian Byzantine, 526-47, Mosaic of Abraham and Angels with pillars in the 
foreground, San Vitale, Ravenna (CGB '48); + V & dig. detail  
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 We have brought sound and image to a thought which denied them.  But what else 
were Augustine's words?  So, for his theory of allegory and his theory of history we 
cannot avoid art-parallels.  
 
 Christian architecture treats the material building as the City of God; Christian 
history makes all space and time the sacrament of God's will.  Both these transformations 
rest on the mode of symbol —the mystical identity of likeness.  At the close of The City 
of God, by incorporating the classical myth of the Four Ages and of eternal recurrence 
into the Biblical progress from Creation to Judgment, Augustine shows the later West 
how to make an unfolding revelation of the temporal.  
 
58) Same, San Vitale, Chancel  
 
So the church of San Vitale, irradiated by alabaster panes, gold mosaics and precious 
stones, shapes a glorified body both literal and symbolic:  "And I, John, saw the holy city, 
New Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for 
her husband."  
 
a59) Same, San Vitale: mosaic, Moses and the Burning Bush, whole 
59) Same, detail (video puts the wholelbetween details); not so dig. 
 Such is the anagogical method which descends from Augustine to the Middle 
Ages and to Dante, transforming literature into a field of resonances.  The City of God 
rests on the sort of symbolic projections which Paul made of Abraham's children by the 
flesh and by the spirit, and which would later lead Joachim de Floris to the germinal her-
esy of the Third Kingdom.  As God to Moses from the bush already of pentecostal fire:  
"Take off your shoes, for this is holy ground."  
 
60) Roman Christian, 432-440, Santa Maria Maggiore, Nave, Rome (CGB '86) 

(video takes two details from V60); dig. one detail from 60 for 60a  
60a) Same, Santa Maria Maggiore, view with altar and ceiling (slide show) 
 
 All this while the chant of the early church (to be codified by Gregory in the 6th 
century) had also been remaking its heritage — though the transience of music has left 
almost nothing of the wealth of Greek and Eastern song.  Gregorian, too, by the same 
transience was finally harmonized and debased.  So the solid basilicas of Rome have 
taken on an ornate veneer:  the altar and coffered ceiling of Santa Maria Maggiore.  
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 Though one has only to look at the mosaics on the triumphal arch 
 
61) Same, mosaics to the left of the triumphal arch (dig. 61a) 
61a) Same mosaics, detail, center, from Christ and the Magi (dig. 61z) 
 
to be in touch with the original.  Not so in music.  Plainsong as we hear it had to be 
recaptured in theory and performance by the monks of Solesmes Abbey.  There are style 
problems, as with any restored art.  But the practice they aimed at was not of the Dark 
Ages — not the Gauls and Germans crushing the melodies in their throats — but of 
Roman Christianity.  
 
a62) Italian Byzantine, 5th cent., Two Stags at the Fountain of Life, Mosaic. 

Mausoleum of Galla Placida, Ravenna [slide and dig.] 
62) Same, detail of left stag  
62a) Same, Galla Placida, Doves at the Water of Life [video order: 62a, 62] 
 
 There is none of the rhythmic beat and drive of later Romanesque and Gothic.  
The subtly modulated pulse, or ictus, does not initiate the note but crowns its center.  
Thus liberated from stress (and by their modalities from tension and release) Gregorian 
melodies float or soar in a series of arches within arches, melismas into phrases, chants, 
responses, an entire service, as effortlessly soul-enfolding as the vine and fountain of life:  
"Sicut cervus desiderat ad fontes aquarum." (Jerome's church-softened Latin one with that 
art and chant.)  
 
63) View from the Aventine, the park by Santa Sabina, morning (CGB '86)  
63a) Roman Christian, 422-32, Santa Sabina Apse, from the park (CGB '86)  
 
 After the second World War had silenced the traffic of Rome, one could climb the 
Aventine, in the spring, say, the morning of Palm Sunday, and at sunrise from the little 
park over the Tiber look out on Rome under the pouring song of the nightingales; then 
enter the Church of Santa Sabina, which, of all in Rome, best preserves the fifth century.  
To hear Gregorian there is to stand  
 
64) Same, interior, left colonnade of Nave (CGB '86)  
 
at an Augustinian window.  
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 Subdued light filters through alabaster, down the antiphonal of columns, the 
undulation of arches, along the shadowy retreat of aisles; it lies like a liquid on the marble 
floor.  
 
a65) Italian Byzantine, 5th cent., Mausoleum of Galla Placida, interior from the 

entrance, with tombs, Ravenna  
for 1st 65, copy of 2nd 65) Same, toward the entrance, arches and Shepherd Mosaic 

(video first shows detail of arches; so dig.) 
 
 Or there is the transmutation of the grave in the Ravenna Mausoleum of Galla 
Placida:  Against the ego-display and drama of later music, consider the greatest contrast 
Gregorian admits of, the "Christus factus est pro nobis" — a veiled modulation, the tragic 
opening mitigated by the suavities of prayer, the exultant close restrained by resignation.  
It begins "Christ was made obedient for us unto death, even the death of the cross." The 
phrase hangs in the silence, a pain that is not pain but soothed to acceptance.  
 
1st 66)      Same, Ravenna, The Orphic or Shepherd Christ, whole mosaic  
 
A pause, and then:  "For which God has exalted him and given him a name above all 
names."  It is the Resurrection, the leap from dark — but listen for it:  the simple change 
of range, a faint shift of figuration, for the solemn drop on "crucis," the insistent pulse and 
soar of "exaltavit illum",  
 
2nd 65) Again, 65, Mausoleum toward the entrance, with Shepherd Christ 
 
form a contrast as subtly mysterious as the emergence of the Orphic Christ — there — in 
the recess of the Galla Placida tomb.  
 
2nd 64) Again, 64, Santa Sabina Nave (CGB '48)  
 

Music: Gregorian, "Christus factus est," old Solesmes album (five 
phrases), V-M 87, I, 5  

 
For 3rd 65) Again, a65, Tomb chamber from entrance (video uses detail of arch from 

65); not so dig. 
 
2nd 66) Again, 66, Orphic or Shepherd Christ (video crops to center)  
67) Same, Shepherd Christ mosaic, detail of the Christ  
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68) Italian Byzantine 521-47, ceiling mosaic, lamb with vine, San 
Vitale,Ravenna  (CGB ‘48); + V detail (so dig.)    

(fade Gregorian) 
 The symbolic vine, angels, and lamb — in the amber suffusion of this San Vitale 
ceiling, sacrifice and triumph soothe the Ausonian dusk of that age.  
 
a69) Upper right detail of 69  
b69) Lower left detail of 69  
69) Roman, 1st cent. A.D., Sacred Landscape, from Pompeii, Museum, Naples 

(video: whole, left detail, and again whole); dig. a, b, then whole 
 Ausonius — Waddell says — in his fields of Sorrowful Lovers (Silva Myrtea)  
from a phrase or two of Virgil's, has created the twilight world of Western Europe:  
 

They wander in deep woods, in mournful light  
Amid long reeds and drowsy headed poppies,  
And lakes where no wave laps, and voiceless streams,  
Upon whose banks in the dim light grow old  
Flowers that were once bewailed names of kings.  
 
Errantes silva in magna et sub luce maligna  
Inter harundineasque comas gravidumque papaver  
Et tacitos sine labe lacus, sine murmure rivos,  
Quorum per ripas nebuloso lumine marcent  
Fleti, olim regum et puerorum nomina, flores.  

 
How far that twilight retains its pagan glow, the search for a parallel teaches:  we have 
had to go back 300 years to the first illusionism of Pompeii.  
 
70) Roman, 3rd cent., Moselle wine-ship, detail of cheerful sailor, Trier  
70a) Imperial Baths, view from north, Trier, Germany 
70b) Double:  Roman heads [A] lst cent., from Ostia, and [B] 4th cent., from Via 

Appia [slide only, while video returns to cheerful sailor] 
 
 Though the Mosel wine-ship of the third century may serve for Ausonius' poem 
on that river, its grapes and wine.  Rolfe Humphries has translated the opening:  
 

What color are the shallows, now that evening  
Moves the late shadows forward, and the river  
Is dyed with the green mountain?  All the ridges  
Swim in the ripple of motion, and the vine  
Trembles, and is not there, and under water  
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Its cluster, seen through glass, is magnified.  
 
 There was Ausonius, luke-warm convert to Christianity, writing into leisured old 
age of the warmth and wine of Gaul.  And what art will suggest his loved pupil Paulinus, 
called from that earthly affection by the Christian siren of eternity?  
 
71) Late Roman-African, 5th-6th cent.(?), Statue from Dejemila Museum, Algeria 
71a) Same, detail of the head 
71b) Roman Christian, 6th cent. & ff, interior, from aisle into nave, Santa Maria 

in Cosmedin, Rome (CGB '86) 
 
 Perhaps one of those precursive statues from Augustine's Africa.  
 

Not that they beggared be in mind, nor brutes,  
That they have chosen solitudes and deserts  
For their dwelling:  but their eyes are turned  
To the high stars, the very deep of Truth ...  
And whatsoever wars on the divine,  
At Christ's command and for his love, they hate...  

 
So wrote Paulinus (translated by Waddell) and then, with a last great but impersonal 
protest of love, "Ego te per omne quod datum mortalibus et destinatum saeculum est" ("I 
shall hold thee through all chances and fates"), he withdraws into the silence, the service 
of St. Felix at Nola:  "Spring wakens the birds' voices, but for me/ My Saint's day is my 
spring."  It is the retreat into spacelessness, the current of the time.  
 
a72) Italian Byzantine, early 5th cent. A.D., interior, detail of windows and 

cupola, Baptistry of the Orthodox, Ravenna  
72) Same, mosaics of cupola (c. 450 A.D.); + V detail (so dig.) 
 In the mosaics of Rome and Ravenna it has been brought visibly before us.  
Startling to see a representational art with a long tradition in the life of this world, even 
while retaining its realistic surface, become possessed by an entirely non-representational 
and symbolic spirit:  the bodies stiffen and remove themselves from the flux of things; the 
eyes widen and grow unfathomable (they were sublunar orbs before; now they gaze down 
from the Empyrean); the colors are spectral, gold and blue veils; the symmetry is final, 
stylized;  
 
73) Italian Byzantine, 534-39, San Apollinari in Classe, Apse, Ravenna: + V & 

dig. detail (both  from Sam Adams' slide) 
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nothing is valid in its own right, but as it speaks the known and unknowable divine:  the 
monogram, the lamb, the dove, the cross, the throne, the living font and well.  Not Christ 
nor any of his disciples continues as a man; they are caught in the timeless aspect of their 
being, neither acting nor suffering, yet suffering in a victorious and eternal act — Eliot's 
"at the still point of the turning world."  
 
a74) Italian Byzantine, 6th cent., Head of a Prophet, San Apollinari Nuovo 

Ravenna  
74) Italian Byzantine, 6th cent., Head of Archbishop Maximillian, detail of 

Justinian Mosaic, San Vitale, Ravenna  
74a) From same mosaic, Justinian's attendant (Bellisarius?) 
 
Yet all the residual frames of representation remain; and it is a sensation which takes us 
to that world's heart to see these haunting sixth century eyes, longing as the late 
Romantic, yet dogmatically resolved, indifferent, cold, implacable, a trifle cruel, and yet 
none of these precisely, since none of these applies at that remoteness of vision — "an 
image out of Spiritus Mundi" — to see these eyes, of which the soulfulness is vacancy, 
gazing from the still lush trappings of imperial technique — this is the unforgettable 
impact of the developing Byzantine.  
 
75) Christian Gaul, 5th-6th cent., mosaic vault, Baptistery, Albenga, Italian 

Riviera 
 
 It is as if we saw the Christian spirit divesting itself of classical consciousness, 
preparing for the Dark Age agony, the fallen world and unquestioning faith beyond, the 
stripped intensity and paradox of blessing.  
 
76) Gallic, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.(?), Man-eating monster, Avignon; + V detail (not 

dig.) 
 
 While the Grendel of the North pressed at the ramparts.  Since before Caesar, 
barbarians had been coming into the empire and being tamed; but as the pressure gained 
on the power to absorb, the ruptures came:  410, Alaric's sack of Rome; 455, the Vandals; 
and then, pushed by the Huns, the Goths and Ostragoths, and all the others.  
 
a77) Constantinople, c. 400 A.D., "Rubens Vase," carved agate, Walter's Art 

Gallery, Baltimore  
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77) Same, close-up of the satyr's head 
 
 Salvian, a Roman Gaul of the early 5th century — age of this agate vase Rubens 
once owned — marvels how the broken successor realms cling to the bacchic insouciance 
of carefree times:  "peace and security have vanished from the whole Roman Empire ... 
Where is the man who fears death and yet laughs? ... You might say the whole Roman 
people is saturated with sardonic herbs.  It is dying and yet it laughs ..."  Even Augustine 
had enjoyed the retrospective villas of that past.  
 
78) Merovingian (Lombard), 7th cent., bronze plaque of a horseman, from a 

shield, Historical Museum, Bern 
 
 With Gregory, a hundred years later, we have crossed the divide:  

Soon afterwards the wild nation of the Lombards jumped at our throat 
and mowed down the inhabitants of that country.  The cities have been 
laid waste, the fortresses destroyed, the churches burned, the mona-
steries torn down; the fields are abandoned by human beings and 
without cultivation ...  

 
a79) German Barbarian, 7th cent., Warrior's Gravestone, from Niederdollendorf, 

Rheinisches Landesmuseum, Bonn  
79) Merovingian Tombstone, 7th c., Priest with book, Museum, Bonn 
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Wild animals have taken possession of places where multitudes of men 
lived before.  I do not know what is happening in other parts of the 
world, but in this country where we live, the world not only foretells its 
end but manifestly displays it to our eyes ...  
 
Since all temporal possessions have fallen away from us, we must strive with 
greater eagerness for things that are eternal. 

(Dialogues VIII, tr. C. Mackauer)  
 
 This is the rock gorge that lies between Christian antiquity and the Christian West.  
 
80) Italian Byzantine, 521-47, San Vitale (dusk, lighted), Ravenna  
 

Music: Gregorian, from the Kyrie, (Solesmes) V-M 87, I, 1  
 
But from that, or any other, time of troubles, how soul would look back to those refuges 
of Christian love and art, quietly sheltered in the last corruption of imperial power.  So 
after the Second World War, I wrote in this Ravenna, of this San Vitale: 
 

From the crushing of Rome this peace flowed like honey;  
But what ripens on our tree of pains past or to come?  

(close Kyrie) 
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